Abstract. We introduce a bicartesian closed category of what we call pro nite domains. Study of these domains is carried out through the use of an equivalent category of pre-orders in a manner similar to the information systems approach advocated by Dana Scott and others. A class of universal pro nite domains is de ned and used to derive su cient conditions for the pro nite solution of domain equations involving continuous operators. As a special instance of this construction, a universal domain for the category SFP is demonstrated. Necessary conditions for the existence of solutions for domain equations over the pro nites are also given and used to derive results about solutions of some equations. A new universal bounded complete domain is also demonstrated using an operator which has bounded complete domains as its xed points.
1 Introduction.
For our purposes a domain equation has the form X = F(X) where F is an operator on a class of semantic domains (typically, F is an endofunctor on a category of partially ordered sets). Techniques for solving such equations have been worked out for speci c categories (see any of the references by Scott or Plotkin) and in rather general category-theoretic settings as well 28] . Computability has been successfully incorporated into many of these treatments ( 29] , 8], 9]). All of these approaches use one of three techniques. The most general is the inverse limit construction used by Scott 20] two approaches employ what is frequently called a \universal" domain to associate with the operator F a join-preserving or contractive map.
In this paper we examine the problems involved in obtaining solutions to equations over the category of pro nite domains which will be de ned below. This is a rather natural, and in a sense inevitable, category which contains SFP (see 17]) as a full subcategory. It has the unusual property of being bicartesian closed, i.e. it is cartesian closed and has a coproduct. Such categories have a rich type structure and form models of the typedcalculus 11]. Obtaining pro nite solutions for domain equations involving the coproduct can be problematic, however. There are categorical impediments to the solution of some has no solution in a any non-trivial bicartesian closed category (see 12] and 6]). Moreover, there are equations which have a non-trivial solution in a bicartesian closed category but have no non-trivial solution over the pro nites. We provide a condition which, in e ect, reduces the problem of solving an equation over the pro nite domains to one of getting a nite poset which solves a related equation. This condition is proved su cient by a variant of the second method described above.
Since no single (projection) universal domain for the pro nites exists, we derive an in nite class of domains which are \su ciently universal" for use in solving equations. Explaining the technique for constructing these domains is the primary goal of the paper. As a secondary theme we show how to extend the neighborhood or information system approach to categories (such as SFP) which are larger than the one considered in 22] and 24].
Section two gives some of the basic de nitions and explains the equivalence de ned by the ideal completion functor. In section three the category of Plotkin orders is introduced and shown to be bicartesian closed. Section four discusses normal substructures and de nes the category of pro nite domains. Section ve contains the primary result of the paper: a technique for constructing universal pro nite domains. As a special case the technique provides a universal domain for the category SFP. In section six an interesting operator which we call the join completion is discussed and used to derive another universal domain. In section seven the universal domains are used to show existence of solutions for a signi cant class of equations. Section seven also contains discussion of several speci c domain equations and their solutions.
2 Pre-orders and Algebraic Dcpo's.
In this section we show how algebraic dcpo's and continuous functions can be represented by pre-orders and approximable relations. The idea is to show that something like the notion of an information system 24] makes sense for algebraic dcpo's. In the next section we will show how this analogy with information systems can be extended further for a particular subcategory of the pre-orders.
A pre-order is a pair hA;`Ai where`A is a binary relation which is re exive and transitive.
It is intended that the \larger" element is the one on the left side of the turnstile. We allow A = ;. To conserve notation we write A = hA;`Ai and when A is clear from context the subscript is dropped. If X`Y and X`Z then we will sometimes write X`Y; Z. Indeed In fact, is a categorical product for PO. If we take 1 to be a xed single element preorder, then, for each pre-order A, there is a unique approximable relation 1 A : A ! 1. Thus the pre-orders and approximable relations form a cartesian category with terminal object 1. Moreover, the empty poset 0 is initial in this category, i.e. for any object A there is a unique arrow 0 A : 0 ! A. This 0 A is the \empty relation" and it is trivially approximable. For pre-orders A and B, the coproduct pre-order hA+B;`A +B i is de ned by letting A+B = (A f0g) (B f1g) and de ning (X; n)`A +B (Y; m) if and only if either One can show that + is the categorical coproduct in PO. This shows that PO is bicartesian, i.e. it has coproduct and initial object as well as product and terminal object.
Let A be a pre-order. A set S A is bounded if there is an X 2 A such that X`Y for every Y 2 S. Such an X is called a bound for S and we write X`S. Trivially, any X 2 A is a bound for the empty set. A subset M A of a pre-order A is directed if every nite subset of M has a bound in M. Note, in particular, that every directed set is non-empty.
An element X 2 A is a join of a subset S A if, whenever Y`Z for every Z 2 S, then X`Y .
A pre-order hA;`i is said to be a poset if`is anti-symmetric, i.e. if x`y and y`x then x = y. When A is a poset we will usually use the symbol v rather than`for the binary relation. Using the established convention, we write the \larger" element on the right side of the v symbol. If x v y then it is sometimes convenient to write y w x. If x v y and x 6 = y then we write x y; we de ne by a similar convention. It is frequently desirable to transfer a property of pre-orders to a property of posets and conversely. This is usually possible because pre-orders and posets are closely connected. First of all, every pre-order is isomorphic (in the category with approximable relations as arrows) to a poset. To see this, let hA;`i be a pre-order. De Intuitively, the passage A 7 ! jAj expands A by adding limits for ascending chains. To see this in a simple example, consider the poset !. The ideal completion adds a limit point and yields j!j = ! + 1 as a result. The ideal completion of a countable poset will not always be countable, however. For example, let <! 2 be the set of functions f : n ! 2 where n < !. If f : n ! 2 and g : m ! 2, then say f v g if and only if n < m and f(k) = g(k) for each k < n. The ideal completion j <! 2j of this poset is isomorphic to the union <! 2 ! 2 where ! 2 is the set of functions from ! into 2, <! 2 retains the ordering just mentioned and if f : n ! 2 and g : ! ! 2 then f v g if and only if f(k) = g(k) for each k < n. The in nite elements of j <! 2j correspond to those in ! 2 while the nite elements of j <! 2j correspond to those in <! 2. If a poset A has no in nite chains then surely no new elements are added by the ideal completion. We make this intuition precise as follows.
De nition: A poset hA; vi is said to have the ascending chain condition (acc) if, for every chain X 0 v X 1 v X 2 v of elements of A, there is an n 2 ! such that, for every m n, X m = X n . A pre-order hA;`i is said to have the acc ifÃ does. Suppose that g : A ! B and f : B ! C are approximable relations. Then for any x 2 jAj, one can show that (jfj jgj)(x) = jf gj(x). Since jid A j(x) = x for any preorder A and x 2 jAj we may conclude that the passage A 7 ! jAj, f 7 ! jfj is a functor. In category theoretic terminology, Theorem 1 says that this functor is dense and Theorem 4 says that it is full and faithful. We have therefore proved the following:
Theorem 5 The category of pre-orders and approximable relations is equivalent (in the category theoretic sense) to the category of algebraic dcpo's and continuous functions.
This equivalence extends to several interesting subcategories as well. If K is a class of pre-orders then let Idl K be the category which has as objects, algebraic dcpo's D such that B D is isomorphic to a pre-order in K, and has as arrows, continuous functions. If K is the class of upper semi-lattices, then Idl K is the category of algebraic lattices. Let us say that a non-empty pre-order A is coherent if, whenever a nite u A is pair-wise bounded, then it has a join. If K is the class of coherent pre-orders, then it is possible to show that Idl K is the category of coherent algebraic dcpo's. A non-empty pre-order is bounded complete if each of its nite bounded subsets has a join. Again, if K is the class of bounded complete pre-orders, then it is possible to show that Idl K is the category of bounded complete dcpo's. Each of these three categories is cartesian closed, but none of them has a categorical coproduct. Note also that there is an equivalence between the category of countable pre-orders and the category of countably based algebraic dcpo's. 3 Plotkin Orders.
In this section we introduce the category of Plotkin orders which will be our primary technical tool for studying the pro nite domains. Plotkin orders are less abstract than pro nite domains and in many ways they are easier to work with. For example, Smyth 27] proves many facts about strongly algebraic domains by taking a detailed look at the particular class of Plotkin orders which correspond to such domains. Their use makes some arguments more algebraic and simpli es the de nitions of some of the operators (such as the powerdomains) which we discuss later.
De nition: Suppose A is a pre-order and S A. We say that S is normal in A and write S / A if, for every X 2 A, the set S \ #X is directed.
Note, incidently, that if S / A and X 2 A, then X`; (since X`Y for each Y 2 ;) and ; S, so there is an X 0 2 S such that X`X 0 . Let u be a subset of A. A set u 0 of upper bounds of u is said to be complete if, whenever X`u, there is an X 0 2 u 0 such that X`X 0 .
We summarize some more of the properties of the / relation in the following:
Lemma 6 Let A, B, C be pre-orders. It is often easier to work with Plotkin orders which are posets. Little is lost by this restriction, since every pre-order is isomorphic (in the category with approximable relations as arrows) to a posetÃ and one can use the axiom of choice to show the following:
Lemma 8 A pre-order A is a Plotkin order if and only ifÃ is a Plotkin poset.
We might have taken the Plotkin posets as our fundamental notion but this would complicate the de nitions of some operators and narrow the scope of discussion unnecessarily. However, we will frequently restrict attention to posets in order to simplify the discussion. Suppose A is a pre-order. For each u A, let MUB A (u) = fX 2 A j X is a minimal upper bound of ug: We now arrive at the central fact about the exponential and product on PLT. Categorically speaking, a dcpo is pro nite if it is isomorphic to an inverse limit of nite posets in the category of dcpo's with projections as arrows. We explain shortly what a projection is, but we hope to circumvent the use of this categorical de nition in favor of notions which are more elementary and intrinsic. Pro nite domains with a countable basis (which we will call !-pro nite domains) and least element are called strongly algebraic domains. Proof. (1) ) (2) . Suppose X f Z. Then Z 2 jfj(#X) and since im(jfj) is algebraic there is a nite x 2 im(jfj) such that Z 2 x jfj(#X). But x is nite in jAj so x = #Y for some Y . This Y has the property in the conclusion of (2). For the puposes of this paper it is easiest to de ne pro nite domains as follows:
De nition: A dcpo D is pro nite if it is isomorphic to the ideal completion of a Plotkin order A. If A is countable, then D is said to be !-pro nite. By Theorem 5, we know that the category of pro nite domains and continuous functions is equivalent to PLT. This equivalence cuts down to an equivalence between !-pro nite domains and !-PLT. There are several other ways of characterizing the pro nite domains; two of these were mentioned at the beginning of the section. The de nition above was chosen because it is the best suited for the constructions in the next section. The reader is refered to 4] for a full discussion.
5 Universal Domains.
We now investigate the mathematical problem of the existence of a pro nite universal domain. In the literature there are three primary examples of universal domains. The simplest is the so-called graph model P! which is the algebraic lattice of subsets of !, ordered by set inclusion. It receives a detailed study in 21] where it is proved that any countably based algebraic lattice is a retract of P!. 5 Some domain theorists felt, however, that for applications in denotational semantics of programming languages it would be easier to use a class which did not require the existence of a largest (top) element. Plotkin 19] showed that the poset T ! of functions from ! into the truth value dcpo T (see gure 2) is universal in the sense that every coherent !-algebraic dcpo is a retract of T ! . Since T ! is itself algebraic and coherent this provided a universal domain for a class of algebraic dcpo's that included the algebraic lattices but also contained certain desirable dcpo's without tops. In 22], 24] and 23], a third universal domain U is discussed. Although U is harder to understand than P! or T ! it has the advantage of having every bounded complete !-algebraic dcpo as a projection (not just as a retract). There are instances in which a \retraction universal" domain does not have all of the desired properties so that a \projection universal" domain is needed. For example Mulmuley 14] requires a projection universal domain to prove some of his results on the existence of inclusive predicates (for showing equivalence of semantics). Table 1 lists some of the known results on universal domains. Posets in the left column are assumed to be countable; their ideal completions are countably based.
Elementary proofs of the universality of U appear in 22] and in 3]. A less elementary proof which uses results from the previous section can be carried out as follows. Let B be the countable atomless boolean algebra and suppose A is a countable bounded complete poset. Now, A can be embedded into a countable boolean algebra in a way that preserves existing joins in A and such that the join of the image of an unbounded subset of A is the top element. But any countable boolean algebra is isomorphic to a subalgebra of B use a di erent approach to get a retraction universal model for the !-pro nite domains having bottoms. Their model, like P! and T ! , is locally nite but is somewhat less natural than either of those models. In the opinion of the author, however, the construction described below does the most to reveal the fundamental idea that gives the existence result and yields the most detailed description of the model being built. (We are even able to draw a partial picture of it!) We begin by stating an interesting structure theorem for Plotkin posets. We construct an !-sequence of isomorphisms f n : A n = V n where V n / V , f n f n+1 and V n V n+1 . Suppose that f n and V n are given. Now, B n / B n+1 so the diagram type ? of X n over B n must be normal. Let be the corresponding type over V n , i.e. is obtained from ?
by replacing any occurrence of a constant symbol for an X 2 A n by a constant symbol for f n (X). Then is a normal type over V n so, by the hypothesis on V , there is a realization We conclude that, although jJ(V 1 )j is projection universal for bounded complete algebraic dcpo's, it is not isomorphic to Scott's universal domain U.
A variant on the join completion operator has been studied independently in 5] for a di erent purpose. The Frink completion kAk of a pre-order A is de ned there. This operation is related to the join completion by the isomorphism kAk = jJ(A) > j were ( ) > is the operation that adds a new greatest element >.
7 Fixed Points of Continuous Operators.
In this last section we prove a theorem which gives the conditions under which a domain equation involving continuous operators has a pro nite solution. Solutions to such equations over the pro nite domains are more problematic than is the case for strongly algebriac domains or bounded complete algebraic domains. In these latter categories, every such equation has a solution. This is not true for the pro nites because there is no terminal object in the category of pro nite domains and projections. That is, there is no pro nite We conclude with short notes on powerdomains and models of -calculus. The convex powerdomain was introduced by Plotkin 17] . Smyth 26] introduced the upper powerdomain and gave a detailed description of Plotkin's powerdomain and his using the nite elements of the domains. The de nition below, which appears in Scott 25] , describes these operators and the lower powerdomain through their action on pre-orders. The names for the operators are derived from mathematical considerations 27].
Let A be a pre-order and suppose M A is the set of nite non-empty subsets of A. There is also a singleton relation singleton \ : A ! A \ given by X singleton \ u i fXg`\ u:
It is straight-forward to show that the operators ( ) ] , ( ) and ( ) \ are continuous. Since each of them obviously sends nite posets to nite posets, Theorem 10 shows that they are closed on PLT. It is well-known that the convex powerdomain does not preserve the property of bounded completeness (look in 17] for a counterexample). It is not closed over any of the rst three classes listed in Table 1 . In fact, it is rather di cult to nd a cartesian closed subcategory of PO which is closed under ( ) \ . PLT and some slight variants (such as the Plotkin orders having bottoms) are the only known examples. If one alters the de nition of ( ) \ by allowing M A to include the emptyset, then the resulting operator does not even preserve the property of having a least element. Further discussion of the properties of these operators can be found in 16] and 15].
The precise relationship between the bounded complete algebraic dcpo's and the pro nites is not well understood. Although the join completion operator does provide some connection, it does not seem to be useful in resolving some of the open questions. For example, it is not known (at least to the author) whether A / (B ? ) \ for every countable Plotkin order A with a least element. As an aside: it is possible to show that A / A \ for every bounded complete A. This fact makes it possible to nd non-trivial solutions to the equation A = A \ .
As far as formal semantics goes, the poset V 1 is almost surely the most interesting of the posets V A produced in Section 5. Since V V 1 . It seems unlikely that the theory of V is much di erent from that of U, but it is a \bigger" model in the sense that there is a projection from V onto U. Moreoever, the powerdomain operators mentioned above are de nable on the types of V, and this is not true of U.
